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Background 

There are six columbaria included in the current design.   Three are flat, single-sided along the north side 

of the columbaria plaza facing south, and three are curved, double-sided along the south side of the 

columbaria plaza facing north.  The first set of three flat columbaria was made available in 2024.  The 

second set of three curved columbaria will be installed once the first set is 90% filled. 
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Columbaria CA 

The first columbaria are located to the left when standing in the columbaria plaza looking north.  It is 

slightly shorter than the columbaria in the center and on the right.  The foundation and back wall are 

part of the concrete retaining wall. 

 

               

               

               

               

               

 

Dimensions:  18’ long, 5’ tall, 15” deep. 

Family Niches:  one column on left and one on right:  24”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of ten niches. 

Companion Niches:  13 columns 12”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of sixty-five niches. 

Exterior:  Back side and end caps clad in Blue Stone.  Topped with granite slabs.  Front plaques part of 

delivered columbaria in polished gray granite, attached internally with no exterior fasteners visible. 

Numbering: {columbaria}-{row}{column}-{urn].  The sample above for the first urn would be CA-207-1.  

This makes the numbering consistent with the main cemetery. 
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Columbaria CB 

The second columbaria are in the center when standing in the columbaria plaza looking north.  It is taller 

than the columbaria on the right and the same height as the columbaria on the left.  The foundation and 

back wall are part of the concrete retaining wall. 

 

                     

                     

                     

                     
            

         

 

Dimensions:  24’ long, 6’ tall, 15” deep. 

Family Niches:  one column on left and one on right:  24”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of 10 niches. 

Companion Niches:  19 columns 12”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of 95 niches. 

Exterior:  Back side and end caps clad in Blue Stone.  Topped with granite slabs.  Front plaques part of 

delivered columbaria in polished gray granite, attached internally with no exterior fasteners visible. 

Numbering: {columbaria}-{row}{column}-{urn].  The sample above for the first urn would be CB-217-1.  

This makes the numbering consistent with the main cemetery. 
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The third columbaria is located to the right when standing in the columbaria plaza looking north.  It is 

slightly lower height as the columbaria in the center.  The foundation and back wall are part of the 

concrete retaining wall. 

 

               

               

               

               

               

 

Dimensions:  18’ long, 6’ tall, 15” deep. 

Family Niches:  one column on left and one on right:  24”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of 10 niches. 

Companion Niches:  13 columns 12”w x 12”h x 15”d.  Total of 65 niches. 

Exterior:  Back side and end caps clad in Blue Stone.  Topped with granite slabs.  Front plaques part of 

delivered columbaria in polished gray granite, attached internally with no exterior fasteners visible. 

Numbering: {columbaria}-{row}{column}-{urn].  The sample above for the first urn would be CC-20 7-1.  

This makes the numbering consistent with the main cemetery. 

 

 


